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The dining journey has changed, as have guest expectations of what makes 
a great dining experience.
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The Evolution of Dining: Digital First

Digital is now deeply embedded into the entire dining journey.
Pre-meal research is a habit across generations, and digital
ordering a growing expectation. In-the-moment sharing has
become a new social currency.

This has significant impact on not just how restaurant
operators think about the guest experience, but also on how
restaurant operations and processes need to be tuned to
support digital demand and influence.

Millennials lead this charge and use digital to enhance their
dining experience every other trip. Their digital activities range
from those to researching where and what to eat (60%) to
sharing pictures and content (23%).
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Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)
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% of restaurant sales that will come through digital channels



% of guests that will not return after 1-2 poor dining experiences What I Want, When I Want It

Guests have unprecedented power and choice through a variety
of dining options, proliferation of channels and transparent
information availability. That, coupled with a reduced tolerance
for friction, is leading to higher guest defection rates.

Counter to popular narrative, Baby Boomers are the hardest to
please, while Gen-Z are the most forgiving. Overall, however,
there is a very slim margin for error.

Restaurant brands and operators that fail to consistently deliver
on the promise of a digitally enhanced dining experience will
experience business and brand erosion. Even digital leaders such
as Starbucks are not immune to operational under-preparedness.
Its mobile order-ahead experience initially led to frustrating wait-
times at pick-up for shoppers and higher labor cost for Starbucks.

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)



The Execution Gap: I Can’t Get It My Way

While restaurant operators can execute well on factors that have
traditionally driven dining decisions (menu, location, staff), their
ability to execute on the new factors that are driving the shift in
guest behavior is lagging.

Millennial and Gen-Z consumers value digital commerce and
engagement capabilities at par with traditional factors. For
Millennials, digital is shorthand for taking friction out of the
order and payment process, allowing them to shop the way they
want wherever they want. They, along with Gen-Z, also value
interactive technology and digital content (music, movies,
games, digital shorts) more so than older generations.

Restaurant operators must pay attention to the gap between
their capabilities and the expectations of all generational age
groups. Even those whose primary guest may not yet be as
demanding, must view the preferences of Millennials and Gen-Z
as becoming table-stakes in two years.

Gap between what Millennials and Gen-Z value and what restaurants offer

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)



Today's Extraordinary is Tomorrow's Table-
Stakes

Over the next 24 months, all guests will start weighing
factors such as mobile order ahead and contactless
payments incrementally higher than more traditional
factors. This will result in the emergence of a new set of
table-stakes, which will soon become the base dining
expectations of all guests.

The core essence of those expectations is using technology
to streamline the order, pay and collect process
irrespective of where and how the guest orders.
Availability of guest WiFi and getting personalized
promos/offers trends strongly across all age groups.

Operators need to redesign their business processes and
invest in technology to meet and exceed guest
expectations. Mobile order-ahead is the most critical
aspect of the guest journey restaurants must focus on. A
good way to begin is by assessing the end-to-end order-
ahead process.

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)

Gap between what guests will value in the next 24 months and what restaurants offer



Always Connected: Guest WiFi Has the Greatest Current 
Impact

Guests want to stay connected to their digital lives and WiFi in the restaurant has
helped them maintain their ‘always-on’ lifestyles. Good guest WiFi drives traffic and
engagement (such as through social sharing). It is no surprise that 70% of guests
rate WiFi as an important factor driving their dining decision. They also rate good
guest WiFi as having the highest impact on their in-restaurant dining experience.

This is, however, a double-edged sword. Guest expectations of WiFi performance
are conditioned by their experiences with blazing-fast speeds at home and work.
Operators must ensure they provide high-performance guest WiFi. In this case, slow
WiFi is worse for business than no WiFi.

63% of Gen-Z and 57% Gen-X rate guest WiFi

as an important factor in determining where they want to eat. 

(% consumers for whom the dining experience has improved as a result of the technology)

Top 4 technologies that have impacted the dining experience positively

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)



The Guest Experience Gets An Upgrade

The amount of technology and data that flows into the
restaurant will continue to increase at a rapid pace as both
guests and restaurant operators use technology to enhance
the dining experience. Operators have aggressive plans to
invest in upgrading the digital experience - from contactless
payments to proximity-triggered mobile coupons. All of these
will be great for guests, but put an increased load on
restaurant operators' network infrastructure.

Restaurant operators should ‘test-and-learn’ their digital
initiatives to understand what will add the most value for their
guests, what will deliver the greatest ROI, and what can be
executed effectively based on infrastructure and resource
capabilities.
.

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)

Current and planned deployment of technology in the restaurant



The restaurant network is the foundation on which digital experience and operations will be delivered. 
Operators’ assessment of this core capability reveals a shocking lack of preparedness to support the digital dining journey. 

80% have adequate bandwidth available 
Operators view the bandwidth they have available very favorably and 
believe they have enough to support their current technology.

70% find adding additional capacity easy
Operators view their bandwidth very favorably and believe they have 
enough to support their current technology.

52% are inefficient at managing peak traffic 
They struggle in managing peak network traffic and are challenged 
by significant performance lags.

55% find it expensive to add capacity
Procuring adequate bandwidth to support planned technology 
deployment is cost prohibitive. 

yet

yet

Restaurant executive assessment of their network

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)



integrated digital strategy

#1 Don’t have enough resources
The lack of sufficient budget is the #1 challenge impeding operators ability to 
invest in upgrading the experience. A third of operators also rate the lack of 
skilled IT resources as a challenge. 

#2 Can’t justify the ROI
The inability to build and justify the business case for investment is a 
significant challenge impeding investment. 

#3 Don’t have an integrated strategy
Close to a third of operators cite the absence of an integrated guest 
experience strategy and the lack of management buy-in as top challenges.

Building the Business Case 

With limited technology budgets, operators need to make pragmatic
investment decisions.

Leadership teams need to invest time and resources to understand the impact
of digital on their dining experience and focus on the critical use-cases that
impact the business (mobile order ahead, contactless payment) .

Even as operators focus on the new and sexy use-cases, they can’t lose sight of
the fact that the underlying infrastructure and network is what powers the
experience. The digital dining experience is a pipe dream without a high
performance network.

Top 3 impediments to restaurant technology investment

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)



A restaurant operator with $500 million in annual revenue stands to gain

~$100 million
by delivering the expected digital dining experience

A Significant Return on Experience (ROE)

Building the digital dining experience pays off in a variety of ways.
It helps to win over customers from competitors, and grow existing
customer spend by ~20%.

Increase in guest spend by delivering the expected  digital dining 
experience

Source: Incisiv BRP-Windstream Enterprise Dining Experience Study (2018)



IN SUMMARY

The dining journey has changed, as
have guest expectations of what
makes a great dining experience.

2x-4x increase
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incisiv.io

Windstream Enterprise collaborates with businesses across the U.S. to 
drive digital transformation by delivering solutions that solve today’s 
most complex networking and communication challenges.                   

BRP is an innovative management consulting firm that helps retailers
and restaurant operators accelerate their business transformation.
Our team of industry experts design and manage strategy, selection
and implementation projects across all technologies and processes.

Learn more about BRP Windstream  Enterprise:  
https://www.windstreamenterprise.com/industries/retail/

http://www.incisiv.io/

